
 

Special Promotion : 99 Green Ideas by ASC members Felicity & Marc Bernstein 
 
Are you looking for sustainable, more purposeful gifts this Christmas, that connect 
you with your loved ones while leaving a positive footprint on our planet?  
We may have just found the perfect gift idea for you. ASC members Felicity and 
Marc Bernstein (Interior Design & Architects) have written and curated a beautiful 
coffee table book called “ 99 Green Ideas ". It is jam-packed with 99 green ideas, 
many of which would make wonderful gifts , but it is also a fantastic gift in itself. 
  
It is a great gift for both green beginners and green lovers, and for those not sure 
what they can do to enjoy a more sustainable lifestyle or interior. Also for young 
people and teens that would like some green inspo and ideas on how to upcycle 
some truly unique things for their room or to gift someone special in a green 
way.  From up-cycling furniture to creating mason jar herb gardens to using natural 
fabrics in curtains, the new book 99 Green Ideas  offers a wealth of ideas to help 
make the apartment, home and life in general greener 
 
This book is not just your ordinary coffee table book. It is an entertaining, inspiring, 
and educational masterpiece, that has the power to bring people together in a 
community for greater good. It takes you on a journey to discover the stories behind 
the products we use every day. The Fifth Estate recently reported that nine in ten 
Australians would prefer buying ethical and sustainable but often don't know where 
to find products accordingly. Our book gives hope and offers an abundance of green 
ideas for anyone's home and life, inspiring our readers to make easy, simple and 
beautiful home decor and lifestyle choices.  
 
Filled with inspiring global ideas, it empowers you to make choices that have 
a positive impact on the planet, while celebrating the joy of living and growing 
together in a greener world. And with every single book sold, $3 
(approx $4.50AUD)  go towards fighting poverty, cleaning the oceans, and nurturing 
our planet with trees. It's inviting everyone to join the movement and to make the 
future more GREEN-SOME. 
 
We love the Sailing community. Being a member we thought our members might 
enjoy this and would love to offer an exclusive discount of 40% OFF ( off the already 
reduced sales price - valid till the launch of the 14th of December ) . The books are 
ready to be shipped from mid December from Melbourne (or can be picked up in 
Coburg) and should therefore reach everyone just in time for Xmas.  
 
To order just click here. 
https://99greenideas.com 
 
And Use your special discount at the checkout : 
CODE : 40Launch  
 
Feel free to share with anyone you know who seeks or enjoys a greener and better 
future. It might even be a great gift for team members at your workplace, or for 
friends and family.  
 
Marc Bernstein 

https://99greenideas.com/

